Find, learn, pursue what moves you
Why choose public health?

Students are drawn to the IU School of Public Health-Bloomington for many reasons—it is an expansive field with countless opportunities. If you already know your career goals, we’re here to help you reach them. If you’re ready to explore all of the possibilities that a life in public health has to offer, we’ll help you find a path that lets you put your passion into action.

Shyam Raman | Valparaiso, IN
Shyam majored in Epidemiology with minors in Healthcare Management and Policy and Statistics. He is now pursuing his Ph.D. in Policy Analysis and Management at Cornell University, and hopes to eventually work in academic research or a policy research institution like RAND or Mathematica.

The undergraduate program in Epidemiology was, for me, the perfect intersection of community-focused health and application of the statistical techniques. My time in the School of Public Health has been one of constant support and encouragement from faculty within and outside of my major.

Ashton Anekwe | Gary, IN
While studying Safety at the School of Public Health, Ashton completed an internship at Liberty Mutual. Upon graduating, she accepted a position as a risk consultant in their Roseland, New Jersey, and New York offices.

What I most appreciated about SPH is the one-on-one feel you get with not only the professors, but also your classmates. My major is pretty small, so I’ve had classes with mostly the same people over the course of my career and because of that know everyone’s name and have a bond. It’s super easy to ask questions and reach out regarding content I don’t understand.

Drew Fox | Alpharetta, GA
Drew majored in Tourism, Hospitality, and Event Management, with a minor in Human Resource Management. During his program, he worked as a sales and marketing intern at the Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts Chicago Worldwide Sales Office. Upon graduating, he accepted a position with the American Bar Association’s Meeting and Events Department in Chicago.

The resources available to students are outstanding. The school has amazing connections that can help students land dream internships. I really liked the internship program associated with my major. Being required to complete our 320 field hours prior to our professional internship was a way to get experience on our resume and to test the waters of the industry. During my professional internship semester, it was my only focus, which allowed me to dedicate all my time to developing my skills in the field—something not offered at all universities.

Sydney Halfeldt | Dyer, IN
Sydney majored in Community Health, and is pursuing a career in nursing.

I chose IU’s School of Public Health because I have such a passion for helping my community and promoting health. After touring the school and talking with advisors, I knew the School of Public Health was the place for me. Although it’s one of the bigger schools on campus, it is such a tight-knit community that has similar interests and goals. The professors served as mentors to me and they really care about their students.

DEDICATED TO IMPROVING LIVES WORLDWIDE

At the IU School of Public Health-Bloomington, we prepare students for challenging careers that promote wellness and the prevention of disease in communities everywhere.

Since our founding in 1946, we’ve witnessed the world’s changing health needs—including the ways public health practice, physical activity, nutrition, the environment, and recreation enhance wellness. We support and challenge our students with a learning environment that’s engaging, inspiring, and rewarding.

With our caring, expert faculty and staff and an educational experience that embraces real-world learning, the IU School of Public Health-Bloomington can help you find, grow, and follow your passion.

WE BELIEVE IN:

- Health and quality of life as a human right
- Diversity and the value of a global perspective
- A multidisciplinary approach to learning and research
- Helping others through community engagement
- The educational value of career and internship experiences

2,000+ SPH UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
900 INTERNSHIPS, PRACTICA, AND FIELD EXPERIENCES COMPLETED FOR CREDIT EACH YEAR BY SPH STUDENTS
16 UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS OFFERED

A QUALITY EDUCATION, INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED

We are an accredited school of public health, a distinction granted by the Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH), an independent agency with rigorous criteria for quality and integrity.
FINDING YOUR PLACE
in the public health sphere

“Public health” can be applied to everything from recreational therapy to promoting child wellness to the tracking of disease, not to mention the safety of our food, workplaces, and natural environments.

Whether you already know what you’d like to pursue professionally or haven’t yet discovered the right fit, our four student career communities provide you with a place to connect and find support as you navigate your unique academic path and plan your future.

1 Health and Life Sciences
In these fundamental fields of public health, you might address how environmental hazards affect human health or even help to prevent or slow the spread of the next pandemic. If you’re a big-picture thinker with a general love of math and science and a knack for spotting patterns, those are the kinds of strengths many successful members of these career paths—which often require advanced degrees—possess. Maybe you’ll be the one to discover new treatment options for a disease or develop innovative practices to make our workplaces, food, or air safer.

CAREER POSSIBILITIES: Professor • biostatistician • environmental health specialist • epidemiologist • pharmaceutical researcher • public health educator • food scientist
MAJORS TO EXPLORE: Environmental Health • Epidemiology • Nutrition Science • Exercise Science

2 Healthcare and Wellness
Medicine and allied health professions are among the fastest growing job sectors in the United States and a great fit for anyone who enjoys working directly with people to help them live the healthiest possible lives. If you think you’d like to help others make science-driven choices about exercise and nutrition, or rehabilitate from disease or injury, these careers are worth exploring—especially if you have a strong interest in anatomy, physiology, biology, chemistry, and physics. If you are interested in an advanced degree in medicine, athletic training, or physical therapy, you’ll find a rigorous foundation for those pathways here.

CAREER POSSIBILITIES: Physical therapist • athletic trainer • registered dietitian • medical doctor • recreational therapist • physician assistant • optometrist • occupational therapist
MAJORS TO EXPLORE: Exercise Science • Dietetics • Recreational Therapy • Community Health • Nutrition Science • Fitness and Wellness

3 Community Health and Human Services
If you feel passionately about bettering the lives of children, families, and communities, these careers provide the opportunity for you to do that in a big way. Detail-oriented problem solvers with a human touch thrive in these fields—particularly individuals who enjoy assessing needs and figuring out which policy, programming, or education strategies might best address them. By focusing on effective communication, and understanding relationships and human development across the lifespan, you learn how to deliver services that can lead to a safer, healthier world.

CAREER POSSIBILITIES: Public health administrator • community health educator • wellness coordinator • social and community service manager • behavioral technician • safety specialist
MAJORS TO EXPLORE: Community Health • Safety • Youth Development • Human Development and Family Studies

4 Sports, Events, Tourism, and Recreation
If you believe that sports and recreation activities are essential to a healthy life, there are so many ways to transform that passion into an exciting career. Sports, hospitality, tourism, and other recreational activities are booming industries that require people who have expertise in marketing, sales, management, media, operations, and legal matters. The communication, problem-solving, and teamwork skills you develop as you study in these areas will provide you with business acumen that can be applied to other industries.

CAREER POSSIBILITIES: Marketing associate • assistant coach • event planner • hospitality manager • recreation specialist • account executive
MAJORS TO EXPLORE: Sport Marketing and Management • Tourism, Hospitality, and Event Management • Public, Nonprofit, and Community Recreation • Outdoor Recreation, Parks, and Human Ecology
Support for your career begins on your first day as a student and lasts well beyond graduation. From the moment you set foot on the path of public health with us, our Office of Career Services will help you make informed decisions. We offer workshops, career fairs, and personalized career coaching to current students and alumni.

Internship experience—it’s academic
You’ll learn a lot inside of classrooms and lecture halls at the School of Public Health, but you’ll also have the opportunity to put those lessons into practice. Internships are a vital part of all of our academic programs, and an opportunity for you to make important connections in your field. Our students completed more than 800 internships last year.

A well-connected, supportive alumni community
Our accomplished graduates have a habit of giving back—often by looking to recruit from our talented pool of current students. Alumni often return to campus to participate in networking events and career panels.

Preparation for professional programs
The Health Professions and Prelaw Center (HPPLC) is a campuswide resource for undergraduate students who plan to apply to professional programs in law, medicine, and other health professions. Pairing HPPLC’s preprofessional advising with in-house services from the School of Public Health can help you become a more competitive candidate for medical school and other healthcare-related programs.

Considering a preprofessional academic track? Check out HPPLC’s step-by-step guidebook at go.iu.edu/hpplc.

STAY CURIOUS, GET INVOLVED
ALUMNI EXPERIENCES THAT LED TO SUCCESSFUL CAREERS

Tera R. (Hurt) Jordan, Ph.D.
Assistant Provost for Faculty Development and Assistant Professor at Iowa State University
B.S. in Human Development and Family Studies 1998
Ph.D. from Penn State 2005
After her first day in a lifespan development course as an undergraduate, Tera Jordan changed her major from biology to Human Development and Family Studies (HDFS). “I have not looked back,” she says. “Taught by strong, caring, faculty who were passionate about HDFS, these faculty scholars no doubt further cultivated my interest and love for HDFS.” After going on to pursue a doctorate in HDFS and Demography at Penn State, she is now a tenured professor in HDFS at Iowa State University.

Greg Mercurio
Manager, Account Management at Amazon
Previously worked for Campbell’s Soup, PepsiCo/Frito-Lay, and IMG
B.S. in Sport Marketing and Management 2010
As a sport marketing and management student, Greg Mercurio landed internship opportunities with the National Hockey League, the Indianapolis Colts, and the New York Mets, among others. What began as his core interest in sports broadened over time: “Once I found my niche in sport marketing, I used that as the launchpad to other kinds of marketing—it’s what launched me into my job at Amazon.”

30% OF SPH UNDERGRADUATES GO ON TO PURSUE A GRADUATE PROGRAM
Use your SPH undergraduate degree to build a firm foundation for graduate programs such as our MS in Athletic Training or a Master of Public Health.

THE SPH HAS OVER 28,000 LIVING ALUMNI IN 50 STATES AND 43 COUNTRIES
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Our town
Scan any article that lists the best college towns in America, and you’ll find Bloomington is a perennial favorite. We have the best of everything here—a safe, friendly community, a casual pace, and world-class entertainment, sports, parks, and dining.

You’ll find delicious Thai, Tibetan, and Turkish dining options within walking distance of campus, as well as lively community events, galleries, intimate music halls, and theaters. If lush, outdoor spaces are what you crave, campus has beautiful, forested paths, and there are several scenic parks and lakes nearby.

And if you’re a sports enthusiast, you’ll be right at home in the nation’s #6 college sports town (according to Sports Illustrated).

Our campus
THE LIVING-LEARNING CENTER
This specialized housing community offers first year students of all majors a place to thrive and develop lifelong wellness habits together. The School of Public Health LLC is a place where residents work on service projects and explore possible majors and careers together. Most of all, it’s a place where you’ll find support and encouragement for a healthy body and mind as well as your own personal, academic, and professional development.

go.iu.edu/sph_llc

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
The next generation of health professionals is full of people who look like you, as well as many who are different from you—a life in public health means you will be working with people of all different backgrounds. We celebrate and seek diversity in all its forms because we know there is so much we can learn from each other. Everything about our academic mission is made better by the exchange of ideas and diverse experiences of our students, faculty, and staff.

go.iu.edu/diversityatsph

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
There are dozens of SPH-related student associations, clubs, advocacy groups, and academic honor societies that offer valuable opportunities to strengthen your leadership and teamwork skills. They’ll also help you make the most of your education and enrich your academic, social, and future professional life.

go.iu.edu/studentorgs

ONE OF THE 25 MOST LGBTQ-FRIENDLY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES—CAMPUS PRIDE

STUDENTS HAIL FROM 40 STATES AND 36 COUNTRIES
ACADEMIC LIFE

DEGREES OFFERED
Bachelor of Science in Public Health
MAJORS IN
Community Health
Environmental Health
Epidemiology
Fitness and Wellness

Bachelor of Science in Applied Health Science
MAJORS IN
Dietetics
Health Education—Secondary Teacher Prep
Human Development and Family Studies
Nutrition Science
Safety
Youth Development

Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
MAJORS IN
Exercise Science
Sport Marketing and Management

Bachelor of Science in Recreation
MAJORS IN
Outdoor Recreation, Parks, and Human Ecology
Public, Nonprofit, and Community Recreation
Recreational Therapy
Tourism, Hospitality, and Event Management

MINORS
Aquatics
Coaching
Environmental Health
Epidemiology
Event Planning
Exercise Science
Fitness Instruction
Gerontology
Global Health Promotion
Health Studies
Hospitality Services
Human Development and Family Studies
Human Sexuality
Kinesiology
Nutrition
Obesity and Health
Outdoor Recreation, Parks, and Human Ecology
Parks and Recreation Administration
Public Health
Recreational Sport Management
Safety
Sport Marketing and Management
Tourism, Hospitality, and Event Management
Youth Development

Academic advising: an individualized approach
You’ll have one-on-one help from an academic advisor throughout your time as a student. Advisors are there to help you navigate campus life, your program requirements, and preparation for your specific career path.

Classroom experience
Our classes come in all sizes and spaces—from large lecture halls to laboratories where small group collaboration is key. We’re passionate about new, world-changing ideas. You’ll be encouraged to speak up, ask questions, and present to your peers.

75% OF SPH UNDERGRADUATE CLASSES HAVE FEWER THAN 40 STUDENTS
FACULTY THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
in the classroom and the world

Our faculty provide a supportive and stimulating learning environment and actively engage you in their world-changing research. With more than 150 experts across five academic departments, you’ll be mentored in our classrooms, laboratories, and out in the community.

**Fieldwork requirements**

Hands-on opportunities are an important part of all academic programs in the School of Public Health. You’ll be able to earn academic credit outside of the classroom through internships, community service projects, service-learning courses, or work with other institutions on projects led by our faculty.

Get a global perspective

Our faculty’s involvement in international research collaborations and exchanges creates opportunities for students in nearly 50 countries. You might engage in service projects on a faculty-led study tour or participate in an outreach program to gain firsthand insight into public health issues around the world. [go.iu.edu/studyabroad](go.iu.edu/studyabroad)

Research with faculty, present your work

Research that improves lives and helps communities is central to the work of the School of Public Health. You’ll have opportunities to work closely with your professors on projects that make a difference.

**Ryli Hockensmith**

Undergraduate student

Pursuing a B.S.P.H. in Epidemiology and Community Health

Every spring, students who have conducted research in partnership with faculty are invited to formally present their work on Public Health Research Day. “Being involved in student research has given me real world, out of the classroom experience and knowledge,” says Ryli Hockensmith, who won the event’s 2020 Undergraduate Award for her presentation “Alexa, is the HPV Vaccine Dangerous?: Assessing Smart Assistant Responses to Health-Related Queries.”

**Alumni advice**

**Ryan Elpers**

Regional Sales Manager at Stryker Orthopedic


As an undergraduate student in exercise science, Ryan Elpers sought out opportunities, asked a lot of questions, and got to know his professors. He would encourage any new student at the School of Public Health to do the same. “Find ways to keep getting involved—that helped me all the way through,” he says.

**Jacqueline MacDonald Gibson, Ph.D.**

Chair and Professor

Department of Environmental and Occupational Health

The biggest challenges to our health today are physical inactivity, the obesity epidemic, and environmental change... We need to think more broadly about how our environment influences health—not just from pollution but also from its effects on our exercise patterns and access to healthy foods. "IU Bloomington is the only place that brings together experts in all these areas in one school, bridging the traditionally separate areas of public health and physical activity."

**Brian Forist, Ph.D.**

Lecturer and Program Coordinator

Department of Health & Wellness Design

I bring unique perspectives and experiences to students, often working outdoors. We examine the ways time outside enhances health and wellness and design experiences for visitors to parks and other outdoor recreation venues. Our program in Outdoor Recreation, Parks, and Human Ecology is not often bound by traditional classrooms. We might be found in nearby parks, protected areas, or museums learning together about healthy ecosystems, healthy people, and healthy experiences.”

**Get a global perspective**

Our faculty’s involvement in international research collaborations and exchanges creates opportunities for students in nearly 50 countries. You might engage in service projects on a faculty-led study tour or participate in an outreach program to gain firsthand insight into public health issues around the world. [go.iu.edu/studyabroad](go.iu.edu/studyabroad)

**SPH OFFERS SEMESTER, SUMMER, AND SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS IN**

**12 COUNTRIES SPANNING 6 CONTINENTS**
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Let us show you what we have to offer
The best way to find out whether the School of Public Health is the place for you is to come and visit. Sign up for an information session about our program or make an appointment with a member of our student recruitment team to talk about your questions. Plan your visit at go.iu.edu/visitsph.

The IU Office of Admissions also offers campus visit options and a virtual tour: go.iu.edu/visit.

Investing in your future
Earning a degree from the IU School of Public Health takes a big investment of time, brainpower, and money. We do all we can to help you manage costs and keep your return on investment high.

Many scholarships, awards, and grants are available to IU students, and some are reserved strictly for those enrolled in the School of Public Health-Bloomington. Learn more about the support we provide to our students at go.iu.edu/sphsupport.

Learn about even more IU scholarships at scholarships.indiana.edu.

Ready to apply?
First, you’ll apply for admission to Indiana University Bloomington at indiana.edu/admissions. Choose any of our School of Public Health majors.

All incoming undergraduate students enter our school in one of two ways—beginning in University Division and certifying into our school, or being directly admitted based on high school performance.

UNIVERSITY DIVISION
Most IU freshman and transfer students begin their studies in University Division, our academic home to new students, while they complete the certification requirements for their intended major.

DIRECT ADMISSION
Incoming freshmen with strong high school performance can be offered direct admission to our School of Public Health. That means you can enter IU already admitted into your major-specific program.

For more information about the SPH admission process, timeline, and requirements, visit go.iu.edu/applytosph.
CONNECT WITH US

For more information about studying here, connect with us! We look forward to meeting you and becoming part of your social network.

facebook.com/iusph  twitter.com/iusph